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Rob Bell’s Love Wins: A Book About Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every Person Who Ever Lived has 

started a process of re-education for many. Many who have grown up in churches where hell was 

proclaimed vociferously, usually from the mouths of fiery preachers, are now beginning to ask questions 

that they never dared ask, Is there truly a hell? Are the descriptions of unquenchable fire really metaphors 

for what we experience on earth? Can we really believe that the loving God will cut off millions and 

millions of people from heaven simply because they did not choose Jesus? This is the new questionnaire 

of many in the modern church, and the spokesman who is seeking to answer these questions in a new and 

fresh way is Rob Bell.  

Rob is a pastor at Mars Hill Bible Church. He is interested in presenting a narrative that comports with 

the God he believes the Scriptures present. According to Bell, this story is “first and foremost about the 

love of God for every single one of us.” The concern, of course, is to re-capture something that was lost. 

In some sense, the author wants to be the rescuer of God’s true story. He wants to tell a new story re-

characterizing God in a way that will not cause people’s “pulse rate to rise, their stomach to churn, and 

their heart to utter those resolute words, ‘I would never be a part of that.’” 

  

The reviewers agree that God’s story needs to be told in new and fresh ways to each generation. However, 

we do not agree that those who tell the divine story need to change the basic foundation of God’s 

character. Choosing what we like about God’s character while trivializing “less popular” features of His 

character is no substitute to a good story. A true story is faithful to its characters. God is who He is. Of 

course, surely Bell does not believe he is misrepresenting God; but Bell does know he is not telling the 

same story that most Christians have always told. 

  

Bell’s journey from fundamentalism to who he is today reflects many of the caricatures he portrays in the 

book. As Reformed Christians, we too reject many of the descriptions used in the book. We hope to point 

out these caricatures, correct them when necessary, give credit where credit is due, and re-orient the 

readers’ minds to what the Scriptures and the historic and orthodox Church have believed about heaven, 

hell, and the fate of every person who ever lived. 

 

 

 

 

Bell's book is full of questions. From the video trailer promo, to the dust jacket, to the opening pages, the 

air of the book is one of calling traditions into question. Bell deconstructs pious myths by making the 

reader feel it is wrong to believe that many people are in trouble. Not only are you under the shame of the 

author if you think that God might "punish people for thousands of years with infinite, eternal torment for 

things they did in their few finite years of life" (2), but for Pastor Bell, this version of God is false: "What 

kind of God is that?" he asks about a God who would choose some and not others (3). Bell’s version of 

things is supposedly more hopeful, but we want to show that Bell’s hope is misplaced. 

 

We are optimistic too. The authors of this review believe the glorious biblical promise that in Abraham all 

nations will be blessed, and that someday, before the end, the glory of God will cover the earth as the 

water covers the sea. However we do well to remember Noah's headship that saved eight people while all 
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the people around him were judged for sin. The Bible does portray God's willingness at times to judge 

many and save few, but this begs a question. As Bell asks, "How does one end up being one of the 

few?"(2). 

 

 

In and Out 

 

For Bell, the waters of the identity of the saved are muddier than evangelicalism has portrayed them. The 

problem of "who is saved and how" is tangled up in the problem of hypocrisy: people who claim Christ 

can be evil, and people who hate him can love their neighbors generously. Rob Bell is right – this is 

confusing to our hearts. But Jesus condemns such hypocrisy: "On that day many will say to me, 'Lord, 

Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your name, and do many mighty works 

in your name?' And then will I declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart from me, you workers of 

lawlessness.'" (Matthew 7). 

 

Bell even quotes this passage (14) but does not notice how it argues with his distaste for any sign of “in 

and out.” In the passage, Jesus implies that personal relationship is the sine qua non of kingdom 

membership. 

 

Bell directly says that “personal relationship” with Jesus is not a biblical category (10). But he is very 

wrong. To the contrary, Jesus is calling for just that – that we know him – covenantally; or else we must 

depart from him. Pastor Bell casts aspersion on conversion, on joining a group, on praying a prayer, on 

doing rituals and other forms of common understanding of the saved (5). Why do we have so many 

different ways of explaining who the “in group” are? But these reviewers see such a list as several facets 

expressing the one biblical category of covenant membership, in other words, of knowing Jesus like a 

family member. 

 

Rob Bell implies that for grace to be gracious, it must not only be unmerited, but also must not depend on 

some action like conversion. In a sense he is completely right. None of our salvation depends on us. But 

in rejecting such outward fruit, fruit which is a marker of faith, he fails to make the crucial distinction 

between implying that grace depends on works and that grace produces fruit. Jesus says fruit displays 

what kind of tree you are. When Jesus examines our fruit in judgment, he is not looking for an amount of 

fruit as an amount of merit. Jesus examines the kind of fruit – does this tree have faithy fruit? A covenant 

relationship with me? Or does the fruit display a broken relationship and a heart void of faith? 

 

In Romans 8, Paul’s in-group and out-group are very clearly marked out. Those who have the Spirit are in 

and can obey and produce fruit. Those who do not have the Spirit do not please God, or want to, and are 

incapable of doing so. In Galatians 3, we hear that the Spirit comes by faith.  In Ephesians 2, faith is 

God’s gift. The true New Testament picture of Salvation is one that is granted by God, granted through 

faith, a faith which receives the Spirit who produces fruit, fruit that we see as good works. This makes 

sense of the many passages that Bell tries to pit against each other. 

 

One of Bell’s constant mechanisms in his writing is the pitting of passages against each other. It seems 

that he wants us to feel like a clear or systematic answer is unattainable. In chapter one, Bell makes 
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passages about the identity of God’s people argue with each other so he can imply that it is senseless to 

say that judgment is final for an unidentifiable group of God's people. He puts his finger on what is 

uncomfortable to many of us. 

 

 

An Incomplete Picture 

 

For some of us who grew up in fundamentalist backgrounds, we find a strong sense of commonality with 

Rob Bell’s descriptions in the book. He begins chapter two by drawing our attention to a picture that hung 

on a wall in his grandmother’s house (21-22). The image is a familiar demonstration of how easily 

pictures can be used to define a reality that is not true to the scriptural depiction. We affirm that these 

types of sociological and religious illustrations do indeed make Rob Bell’s point that the Christian faith is 

often plagued with false paintings. Sometimes the greatest apologists for atheism are Christians. 

 

At the same time, Bell often falls prey to his own critique. While he eloquently describes the emotional 

and psychological confusion and fear caused by misconceptions of the faith, he also paints a picture that 

is rather incomplete. There is no attempt in the chapter to counter the fundamentalist-caricature model 

shown in the painting with a more vivid and rich image like the one presented in many Reformational 

circles. The reviewers find it perplexing that Bell shows no better voices from the historical expressions 

of Christianity. The reason, of course, is obvious enough. If Rob Bell begins to paint the Christian faith as 

diverse and filled with good and balanced expressions, then his case falls flat. 

 

There is a point to this illustration. Bell explains that the painting tells a story about heaven “that many 

people know to be the Christian story” (24). In this we must find agreement and affirm that cultural 

images of “harps and clouds…and a church service that goes on forever (25)” do a disservice to the 

biblical imagery of a renewed world. Chapter two offers some unique and biblical insights into the 

heavenly picture. It is truly a helpful analysis of the nature of this reality called heaven. Further, Bell is 

correct in bringing heaven to earth; a form of the heavenification of earth. We experience heaven when 

we find love, joy, and peace in this life; in Christ, we are experiencing a heavenly reality. In Christ, 

heaven is not merely a foreign and abstract concept, but it has come down in an earthly form. In the 

incarnation, Christ brought heaven down for us, and we taste and see of its reality on earth. 

 

The reviewers agree with Bell that what we believe about the future shapes, informs, and determines how 

we live now. However, Bell’s love cannot win in the future precisely because it is a skewed version of 

love; one that is divorced from God’s justice and holiness. The author does not give any impression that 

justice and holiness play any role in shaping and framing his eschatology. 

Love is a powerful aspect of God’s attributes, but love is only powerful because it overcomes sin and 

guilt. The picture is only complete when all the pieces are put together. Bell’s puzzle cannot account for 

the missing pieces. What does it profit if you improve on the misconceptions of heaven by twisting the 

way to enter into it? The picture painted by Bell is a rich and deservedly welcomed picture; but at the end, 

it fails to account for its beauty. The re-created world, the heavenly glorified world has entered into our 

midst now precisely because the old world died when Christ crushed sin on the cross. Eternal life begins 
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now for the Christian, not because some sentimental view of love begins now, but because Christ is 

bringing eternity into the hearts of those conquered by His sacrifice. 

 

Permanent, Universal Permission 

 

And so we come to Rob Bell's treatment of hell. Bell feels that the Bible is optimistic in its hope that 

many will be saved, so he wants us to imagine with him that hell is not permanent for people who change 

their mind, turning to Christ after judgment. Rob Bell has the wrong kind of optimism.  We wish here to 

show that his optimism – well founded – is directed to a false outcome, and is supported by bad exegesis, 

specifically his treatment of restoration passages, and by his denial of the finality of judgment. 

 

Is God's plan for salvation wide? Yes. 

 

We see that God is growing a tree of people, and the Bible sounds fairly optimistic about the growth of 

this tree from mustard seed to giant plant (Mat 13). But the Bible also promises pruning of dead branches 

along the way (John 15). Traditional optimistic eschatology reads the Bible to say that God will gain all 

the nations, restoring each one by submission under the feet of the Messiah (Ps 110, I Cor. 15.24-26). 

 But this hope does not remove a deadline, a cutoff point for judgment. All of the world's nations 

(eventually) will be brought to the Messiah, but after judgment, there is not an open door for individuals 

who refused to come in. How does Rob Bell differ from such an assessment? 

 

Rob Bell is not technically a Universalist, but his eschatology explicitly teaches permanent, universal 

permission to rejoin God's kingdom, even after the Day of Judgment. In order to try to show this, Rob 

Bell points to many passages in which God brings back the banished and saves them. This is the most 

substantial argument in his hell chapter (chapter 3); the conclusion is one of the basic errors of his book – 

that after the day of the Lord, all people will have the continual and open-ended opportunity to repent and 

enter into God's kingdom. 

 

How is Bell wrong? First of all, Bell is right about something. Bell is right that the Bible teaches global 

salvation, if by that you mean all nations will come to Christ, someday, en masse.  We see this easily by 

reading Daniel 7, Psalm 110, 1 Corinthians 15 and Revelation 21. But we say "global" and not 

"universal," for consistently, the optimism of the Bible is achieved through some permanent pruning. It is 

both optimistic, and divisive. God saves the world by dividing off the wicked. 

 

So, Bell has brought up an oft missed point. It is gloriously true that the Bible promises a salvation of all 

nations, even of ones who are currently evil. This is not only found in Revelation's finale, but is heard 

clearly in Abraham's call to be the federal head through whom God will give blessing to all the families 

and nations of the earth, repeatedly in Genesis 12-18 (this is optimism). But the means of this salvation is, 

in fact, Abraham's covenant, and in that covenant, there is a division between people who bless Abraham, 

and those who curse him.  The result is a group who are blessed and a group who are cursed (division - 

Genesis 12.1-3). 
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Later, as the covenant head becomes David, we hear in Psalm 2 that God will give all nations to the King 

of Israel (optimism), but will remove evil kings to accomplish this world conquest (division). Again, we 

note a global salvation, albeit one that employs division between two groups, the pruning of dead 

branches.  In our examples, the very means of wide salvation is also a means that permanently divides off 

the unrepentant. 

 

 

Exegetical Errors: Severed Context 

 

Bell tries to prove his version of optimism by implying that God is always open to restoring the banished. 

Let us look at two quick examples of Bell's proof passages (85-87). Bell uses these to say that God will 

always offer an open door and the promise of reconciliation, but we will see that he misses the point that 

the very same passages proffered still divide between the repentant and the unrepentant.  He misses that 

restoration is not promised to the latter. 

 

Bell quotes Lamentations 3.31-32 (TNIV): “For people are not cast off by the Lord forever. Though he 

brings grief, he will show compassion, so great is his unfailing love." 

 

Seems like a winner, but Bell has missed that the following harsh words for the enemies of God are at the 

end of the same pericope (Lam 3.64-66): “Pay them back what they deserve, LORD, for what their hands 

have done. Put a veil over their hearts, and may your curse be on them! Pursue them in anger and destroy 

them from under the heavens of the LORD.”  Jeremiah shuts them out with a veil and with a curse and 

with destruction.  The judged are not the same people who get restored. 

 

Bell quotes Isaiah 57.18 as saying, "I will guide them and restore comfort to them," but he misses the 

immediate context: “I have seen their ways, but I will heal them; I will guide them and restore comfort to 

them, creating praise on the lips of the mourners in Israel. Peace, peace, to those far and near,” says the 

LORD. “And I will heal them.” But the wicked are like the tossing sea, which cannot rest, whose waves 

cast up mire and mud. “There is no peace,” says my God, “for the wicked.”” 

 

Bell's cutting of the passages is either hasty reading or (hopefully not) dishonesty. The simple point, 

which is the historically claimed point, is that God will save and restore sinners who repent, and those 

who do not, will have a curse. The living tree is pruned of dead branches, so that the whole tree is 

presentable on the last day.  No one deserves to be in the tree of the church, but God's gift of salvation is 

granted through the faith that makes good fruit. 

 

We too are optimistic, but Bell's optimism does not take clear judgment into account. Bell misses the 

"puritan hope" of the dominance of world missions, even saving Egypt... and instead, assumes the 

judgment of the world will come while the world is still hellish. He then uses the promise of restoration 

for nations like Egypt to say that since God uses restoration, there is no cut off point in history. So for the 

individual, death is not a shutting of the door to heaven. He would have us believe that the return 

promised to God's people is open for all for eternity, even for those who are dead branches at the end of 

their lives. They will face hell, but only as long as they wish to stay rebellious against God. 
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Exegetical Errors: Finality and Forever 

 

How does Bell get around biblical finality of judgment?  He does this through another gigantic exegetical 

error. 

 

As a summary of this problem reading, Rob Bell attempts to demonstrate that "eternal" and "eternity" 

mean something other than "everlasting" and "forever." He shows that the Hebrew word (olam) and the 

Greek word (aiwn) mean "age" at their root. Therefore, he concludes, "Jesus isn't talking about forever as 

we think of forever" (92). Bell seems unwilling to allow for idiomatic constructions that communicate 

forever (an "age of ages").  He points to places where "age" only means "age," and ignores where 

"eternal" is the obvious meaning.  Does eternal mean what you were taught it means?  Yes. 

 

One example of the traditional use of eternal is Matthew 25, a passage to which Rob Bell ironically takes 

us at length in his chapter on Hell (chapter 3), missing the finality of the judgment therein.   

 

Bell’s focus is on the sheep and the goats, but it is profitable to back up to the parable of the ten virgins in 

the same passage.  Some were unfaithful, and Jesus says that, "…while they were going to buy, the 

bridegroom came, and those who were ready went in with him to the marriage feast, and the door was 

shut.” (Mt 10.25).   

 

Is it shut for only a time? "Afterward the other virgins came also, saying, 'Lord, lord, open to us.' But he 

answered, 'Truly, I say to you, I do not know you.'" (vv.11-12). The point of the parable is actually that 

sudden judgment is final, so a relationship with Jesus is needed before death. The same division of 

judgment happens to the goats (vv.31-46), and Jesus says, "And these will go away into eternal 

punishment, but the righteous into eternal life."" 

 

Eternal? Notice that if "eternal" means "for an age," then eternal life is also only "for an age." On the 

contrary, both Hebrew and Greek use "age" phrases to mean "forever" idiomatically. This can be seen 

pretty clearly in a short survey of verses. 

 

John 10.28, and 12.25 are just a few verses that are extremely clear in their "eternal" meaning: "I give 

them eternal life, and they will never perish, and no one will snatch them out of my hand." Also, 

"Whoever loves his life loses it, and whoever hates his life in this world will keep it for eternal life."  In 

Rom 16.26-27 the very nature of God is to be "age-y" or "eternal," and the glory of Jesus lasts "forever," 

or, in Bell's definition, sadly only "for an age." 

 

Not to mention that the life from the tree of life in Genesis 3 and every covenant promise in the Old 

Testament must be reduced to only for an age...unless "forever" and "eternal" are normative uses for this 

group of words. 

 

But again, as Bell says, "...'forever' is not really a category the biblical writers used" (92). This, of course, 

sounds very strange to most of us who were raised with the traditional view of hell. Not to mention the 

traditional view of the eternal life of believers, and the nature of God and his glory. 
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Make no mistake: Bell is flat wrong about eternal language in the Bible. 

 

And in the Bible, judgment is not only eternal; it is final. Hebrews warns about that finality: "it is 

appointed for man to die once, and after that comes judgment," (Heb 9.27).  John says the very nature of 

our resurrection is based on our permanent destiny: "And he has given him authority to execute judgment, 

because he is the Son of Man. Do not marvel at this, for an hour is coming when all who are in the tombs 

will hear his voice and come out, those who have done good to the resurrection of life, and those who 

have done evil to the resurrection of judgment," (John 5.27-29). 

 

A troubling method of Bell's is his constant appeal to our sense of felt-fairness in order to bypass the 

biblical fact of thoroughgoing, universal depravity. He makes us feel like people who are nice to their 

neighbors deserve eternal life. The Bible tells us that all are unworthy.  

 

The sadness of Hell is unpleasant, but its finality and eternality are God-glorifying facts that may not be 

ignored. 

 

 

More Decontextualization 

 

The central question Rob Bell asks in chapter four is: “Does God get what He wants?”  Bell is quick to 

assert that God wants all people to be saved (I Tim 2). He adds that God has clearly communicated His 

purposes to the world. Throughout the chapter, Bell lists a number of passages outlining the power of God 

to accomplish what He set out to do in history. His assertion is one the reviewers boldly proclaim. God 

has a purpose in history, and He pursues his purpose vociferously. However, the problem with Bell’s 

eschatology is a mathematical one. All the ends of the earth will feast in God’s presence, and this number 

is greater than what any of us imagine (Rev 7.9). 

 

Bell is so one-sided in his biblical analysis that he fails to see the both/and nature of God. It is true that 

the love of God triumphs over His judgment at the end of history, but His judgment is a fundamental 

aspect of who He is. For Rob Bell to dichotomize God as friend and God as judge is proof of Gnosticism, 

not biblical Christianity. 

 

Bell’s propensity to use parables to illustrate his Universalist tendencies also falls short. These parables 

do not declare that none will be lost, but rather that the ones God has purchased through the blood of His 

son will not be lost. The reformation and restoration of sinners (Luke 15.10) is cause to rejoice in this life, 

not in the life to come.  

 

The Bible rarely – if ever – conforms to our human expectations. Eternal suffering exists for those who 

reject the Son of Man (John 3.36). No matter how much we desire to see sinners reconciled to God in this 

life, or in the life to come; no matter how much we would like to change the biblical picture so that it 

becomes more palatable and less frightening for modern people, the Word of God is divine revelation, 

and should it conform to our expectations, it would cease to be divine. 
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In the latter part of the chapter, Bell discusses a few alternatives to life after death. Bell prefers — or at 

least appears sufficiently favorable to — the idea that there is a “kind of second chance for those who 

don’t believe in Jesus in this lifetime” (106). As a source for his theory, he quotes the inimitable Reformer 

Martin Luther, who poses the question: “Who would doubt God’s ability to do that?” Thus, Bell implies 

that Luther believed God was able to give non-repentant sinners a second chance after death. The 

quotation is deeply lacking in context, and so a quick look at what Luther actually said is quite shocking 

to those who may think Luther was a proto-Universalist, or at least considered it. The quote in full states: 

 

If God were to save anyone without faith, he would be acting contrary to his own words and 

would give himself the lie; yes, he would deny himself. And that is impossible for, as St. Paul 

declares, God cannot deny himself. It is as impossible for God to save without faith as it is 

impossible for divine truth to lie. That is clear, obvious, and easily understood, no matter how 

reluctant the old wineskin is to hold this wine–yes, is unable to hold and contain it. It would be 

quite a different question whether God can impart faith to some in the hour of death or after death 

so that these people could be saved through faith. Who would doubt God’s ability to do that? No 

one, however, can prove that he does do this. For all that we read is that he has already raised 

people from the dead and thus granted them faith. But whether he gives faith or not, it is 

impossible for anyone to be saved without faith. Otherwise every sermon, the gospel, and faith 

would be vain, false, and deceptive, since the entire gospel makes faith necessary. (Works, 43, ed. 

and trans. G. Wienke and H. T. Lehmann [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1968], 53-54; WA 10.ii, 

324.25-325.11) 

The picture Luther paints is drastically different contextually. Obviously, Bell was only concerned in 

putting historical flesh to his theories, and by doing so failed to historicize his assertions. 

Bell, no doubt, glories in the Christ he worships. At no point do we doubt his commitment to Christ. Our 

greater concern is that this great theology of feasting, which he attempts to develop, is truly a feastless 

theology. Biblically, the king and his army feast because the beast and her minions have been defeated 

(Ps 68). The triumph of the Lamb at the end of history is a triumph over His enemies; and His enemies 

have rejected the offer of peace in this life, and in the life to come. 

Bell's next step is demonstrating that God's desire for the world is not limited to individual 

salvation. Much of what Bell says in chapter five, "Dying to Live" is right on. The scope of God's work is 

huge, and Bell is right that we modern Christians frequently reduce the big plan to being "about me." But 

there are some significant issues of concern to raise as well. 

 

 

The Meaning of the Cross: Pagan or Old Testament Foundations? 

 

First, a positive word. Much influenced by N. T. Wright, Bell's creation-wide focus in salvation is to be 

praised. God is concerned with all of creation, not merely with human sin. God's work to rid creation of 

human sin blesses all of creation. We agree. However, Bell says some startling things in this chapter. 

 

Bell points out that the New Testament describes the work or effect of the cross in several ways (123-129) 

like sacrifice, reconciliation, and expiation; to his credit, he eventually says all these are correct (126-7). 

However, he reverses the benefit of his agreement as he goes on to present them as "correct" in their time 
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period, as if they were good for first century readers, but that twentieth century readers need a new 

metaphor (129). He says "They were reading their world, looking for ways to communicate this epic 

event in ways their listeners could grasp." His implication removes the idea that these "mechanisms" are 

organic and ancient parts of scripture. We say they are the culmination of the Old Testament in a 

continuingly relevant set of images. Rob Bell avoids the Old Testament in the following specific instance, 

and it is very confusing. 

  

Bell identifies in Hebrews 9 the message that Jesus' sacrifice ends "the sacrificial system." However, 

when Bell discusses which sacrifices Jesus ended, he discusses only pagan sacrifices. He explains that 

sacrifice, in Jesus time, was understood to be luck-rituals to appease gods that we now know to be myth 

(123-125). He treats sacrifice as a pre-scientific childishness that we needed to be rid of in order to escape 

superstition.  

 

Pagan ritual did not need Jesus’ sacrifice in order to become obsolete. Pagan sacrifice has always been 

false, even amidst the glorious, necessary, and good sacrificial system of God. Jesus' sacrifice did not 

fulfill pagan bird sorcery. The cross did, however, fulfill the Mosaic Law, a law beloved by the Lord. 

There is no way Rob Bell does not know this, especially if he is reading Wright; especially if he is 

reading Hebrews. Certainly the message that a God is pleased with His people can help do away with 

pagan karma-chasing, but that is not what Hebrews is about. 

 

But by avoiding tying this and other connections to the Old Testament's framework of reality, he can 

imply that the messages in the New Testament are mostly correct because they were culturally 

relevant. He can also imply that his own message is just a new emphasis for a new day. Troublingly, this 

actually seems to be what Bell is saying in chapter five (129). 

 

 

Inclusion 

 

Bell’s emphasis is on radically open inclusion. 

 

The apostle Paul spoke frequently about the mysteries of Jesus Christ; mysteries which are being 

revealed. This great mystery is most clearly seen in the unification of the nations of the earth; the 

incorporation of Gentiles into the great tree of redemption. Those who were once far off now have been 

brought near by the death and resurrection of the Son. 

This great bringing in of Gentiles into the Christian world is specifically defined as a work of the Son. 

The “mechanism” — to use Bell’s language — that brings people to God through the Son is well defined. 

Bell implies that John 14 is exclusive in nature (I am the way, the truth and the life. No one comes to the 

Father except through me), but only in the sense that the restoration of the world is happening through 

Jesus alone and no other. Bell argues that there is “exclusivity on the other side of inclusivity.” By this he 

means that  the “saving love of this particular Jesus Christ…will of course include all sorts of unexpected 

people from across the cultural spectrum (153-154).” With this statement, Rob Bell opens the doors of 

methodologies as wide as his universalistic tendencies. He continues to play the exclusive-inclusive word 

game attempting to reconcile both ideas.  
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The reviewers claim that Jesus’ declaration not only determined His exclusivity as the only true Savior of 

the world, but also the exclusivity of His message. In other words, not only is His salvation unique and 

exclusive, but the way to come to Him is also unique and exclusive. It is true that the name Jesus has been 

vastly and wrongly defined, and His Name has been used for purposes that we would condemn, but Jesus 

is still the Jesus of history. If Bell is seeking a unifying testimony to the nature of Jesus, perhaps he may 

find the great creeds of the Church reliable. Interestingly, not one time does Bell mention the great creeds. 

The Nicene Creed says we “believe in one Lord Jesus Christ who is God from God and Light from 

Light.” If Bell claims to be a part of this great sea of Christendom, then embracing and proclaiming these 

historical declarations is one normative way to accomplish this goal. 

Central to the concerns of Love Wins is this conspicuous misunderstandings of Jesus. In fact, the narrative 

of this book is based on an anonymous declaration that Gandhi was in hell. Bell asserts that this is an 

indefensible declaration (1-2). This is what has caused Bell to write this book. He does not want people  

to make “lasting judgments about people’s eternal destinies.” Part of this concept is appealing. We need 

to be careful to allow the grace of Christ to operate even in the most impossible of situations. At the same 

time, we also need to be cautious in not allowing the gospel to be so mysterious that it embraces a 

pantheistic rock rather than the true Rock. 

 

Human Autonomy and the Effectiveness of God’s Love 

 

Furthermore, Rob Bell's theology makes a mess of the holiness of God as it confronts sin, and it makes a 

mess of God's power and sovereignty in salvation.    

 

We do not claim to know everything about Rob Bell's theology, but it seems apparent that Bell does not 

believe that God foreordains salvation. Who causes salvation to be effective? In Bell's account, we cast 

the deciding vote, not God. Because of this, Bell has a hard time reconciling God's general love for the 

world with any idea of God being personally against all those who are not His worshipers. According to 

Bell, the logical conclusion of modern Christianity’s gospel must lead to the thought that God loves 

everyone while alive, and then is suddenly forced to hate us if we die in un-repentance. He says we 

cannot bear this contradiction, and that we need to recognize God must not be like this: "If God can 

switch gears like that...that raises thousands of questions about whether a being like this could ever be 

trusted, let alone be good” (173-174). 

 

We agree that a volatile mind-changer is not a plausible version of God. Our answer is that God does not 

change His mind, but has always loved His elect, and has always planned judgment for some. Those who 

do not come to Christ are "by nature children of wrath" (Eph 2.3). Paul tells us that, as they live, God 

endures "with much patience vessels of wrath prepared for destruction" (Rom 9.22). 

 

Because Bell cannot read these verses Calvinistically, he is compelled to say things like, "...If your God 

will punish people for all of eternity for sins committed in a few short years, [...nothing...] will be able to 

disguise that one, true, glaring, untenable, unacceptable, awful reality" (175). Hell, for Bell, cannot be 

punishment.  Such a view is "untenable" and "unacceptable."  If Bell is right, then he has not only 

disproven Calvinism, but he equally rules out Arminianism, which still posits permanent judgment for 

disbelief. 
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In the midst of these ideas with which we disagree, Bell speaks an important truth – the truth that God 

does not delight in condemnation for pain’s sake: "God has no desire to inflict pain or agony on anyone" 

(177).  True.  We concur: God does not delight in the death of sinners, or in the death of anyone who dies 

(Ezk 18.23,32).  God is no Sadist. 

 

But God is holy, and all sin is intolerable.  And God does love justice. 

 

But for Bell, God's love itself is defined as allowing us to be free to reject him (103-104). So in Bell's 

scheme, God's love is not effective; it is only invitational. It cannot cause us to be saved. If it did so, it 

would violate love. Our own hardness of heart is an obstacle God cannot choose to overcome, lest He be 

unloving. But Bell literally insults any picture of a God who would punish sin eternally. Yet Bell’s own 

picture is one of a parent who could stop his child from running in the street, but loves the child too much 

to help him. 

 

The God of the Bible is not like this. Yahweh is a consummate usurper of wills. His love can only work 

by violating our fallen personalities. He breaks our brokenness and forces stubborn fools back into 

wisdom by His irresistible Spirit. Our dark hearts need a determined savior to bring a light we cannot 

understand and do not want. This is much of what the Epistle to the Romans is about. 

 

In Romans, God overcomes His enemies by dying for a people who hate Him, and by giving life to those 

who do not obey and who are not able to do so (Rom 5 and 8). But this theology requires that God be in 

sovereign control of our destinies, and forces us to admit that it is God's prerogative to choose mercy and 

hardening (Rom 9) because none of us is worthy (Rom 3). 

 

The question of how God could be both loving and powerful in the face of a sinful, evil world is a 

recurring theme in philosophy. It is called “theodicy” – the justification of God. An agnostic often says 

that either God is loving and impotent, or is powerful and wicked.  In neither case is such a god worth 

worshiping. Rob Bell’s question is a version of this: How can God be both loving and just in the face of 

the Bible’s teaching about hell? Rob Bell feels like our traditional story is "not working," because the 

threat of judgment causes us to wonder whether God is even good (181). Such a god would not be worth 

worshiping. 

 

Bell’s answer is to say, we know love when we see freedom of choice (104,113). 

 

Our answer is to say that love judges evil to save humanity from itself.  Love cuts off dead branches to 

save a tree.  Love amputates a limb to save a body.  And love saves dead men, like Lazarus, by calling 

them out of the grave without permission from the dead man.  We must accept divine wrath, and we must 

accept sovereign salvation if we are to be biblically controlled thinkers. 

 

God does not need to be saved from our judgment. Theodicy makes its money by selling tickets to the 

idea that God needs help justifying His ways. God is just, and does not apologize. He does not need us to 

point to a nicer version of himself that more people can passively accept and continue to disobey. We 

need to point to His holiness and mercy both seen in the cross, and to His power and to His crown seen in 
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the resurrection. And then we need to call the world to its knees. For faith in a God of grace. God saves 

sinners. God exalts the humble. God does so out of love. God is not sorry for hating evil. God is good. 

 

Gods’ own version of the story is the right story to tell. 

 

 

Telling the Right Story 

 

In Christ, we embrace not just our individual stories, but we are swallowed into the history of His Bride. 

He consumes us into His redeeming story. Our stories, then, become a part of the overarching biblical 

narrative. The only way we enter into this narrative is by repenting of our own sinful narratives (journeys) 

and entering into the narrative of repentance; a narrative bathed in grace. Jesus, as Rob Bell has rightly 

stated, calls us to “have our minds and hearts transformed so that we see everything differently (196).” 

Repentance is a form of death; an abandoning of the old and embracing a new worldview. 

 

And Bell argues there is a sense of urgency, but at the same time assures readers that we “may get other 

opportunities (197).” For as clear as Bell would like to be in making a case for the urgency of repentance, 

he fails deeply by proposing a plan B. Why should readers consider the profound seriousness of 

repentance now when other opportunities will be available later? 

 

Bell ultimately fails biblically and rhetorically. In his world, choices in the here and now are important, 

but ultimately the urgency of it will be carried to a post-mortem world. Jesus came to live in the here and 

now so that we might believe in His name in the here and now. The book of II Corinthians states that 

“today is the day of salvation” (II Cor 6.2). The incarnation of Jesus identified the time frame for 

repentance: He came to set the captives free in time and in history.  

 

At the end of history, those who have not bowed to Jesus in adoration will bow before Him in 

desperation. There will be no more time to re-consider and repent. The love of God is infinite and wide to 

embrace those who repent, but for those who reject the love of God in this life, there no longer remains a 

sacrifice for their sins.  

 

Bell’s book is a modern attempt to de-physicalize hell. Its central claim is that the traditional, historic 

faith has made too much of hell. This is a bold statement; a statement that fails to grapple with the 

fullness of the Biblical testimony and the richness of the Reformational faith.  
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In the End… 

 

 

 

We are grateful that Rob Bell has struggled to make Jesus available to people who are not currently open 

to hearing about the Savior because of oppression, because of misinformation, and because of sin. But in 

the process, Bell has pushed beyond the borders of orthodoxy. 

He is not a Universalist.   

Bell has been criticized as a Universalist, but not unfairly, as he teaches a universally permanent option to 

turn to God. Such a view is wrong because it has no point of termination, no appointed day of last 

judgment. 

But Bell is not a Universalist – because hell is possible. And this is a crucial point to our criticism. At 

stake in this question is whether God’s love is effective. Does it cause salvation? We are not Universalists 

either, but we believe that scripture says God’s electing love is always effective to bring His people to 

salvation, despite their sinful inability to come to God first.  God’s love actually does win. 

But Bell does not believe God’s love actively and effectively saves.   

Yet Bell, rightly, is not denying the work of Christ, or the need for salvation from sin. But he does deny 

the ultimate necessity of being saved….now. 

There is an inherent danger in his very public message. His proclamation about the future undercuts 

urgency. Such urgency is seen in Pascal’s famous warning that the non-believer has a soul to lose by 

betting against the likelihood of an omnipotent Judge. Pascal said that the believer could be wrong 

without loss, but the unbeliever who is wrong will face a tremendous loss. We are not suggesting that we 

base our faith on betting games. But the masses of the unconverted are at times compelled to examine 

Jesus because reminders that time is short.  If we tell them they have a good chance either way, as Bell 

implies, and if Bell is wrong, then the consequence is dire for those who wager on Bell’s graveyard 

conversion to bail them out of damnation. 

But what is Bell’s basis for such a liberal hope? The pivot upon which Bell’s insistence turns is located on 

page 113, near the bottom: “Love demands freedom.” 

Love demands freedom. It always has, and it always will. We are free to resist, reject, and 

rebel against God’s ways for us. We can have all the hell we want. 

That’s it. The assertion that “love demands freedom.” By this Bell means, explicitly, that God will not 

overturn the hearts of men by divine decree. See also pages 103, 111, 115-17, or as is found on page 104: 
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If at any point God overrides, co-opts, or hijacks the human heart, robbing us of our 

freedom to choose, then God has violated the fundamental essence of what love is. 

On the contrary, God hardened Pharaoh’s heart, and opened Lydia’s (Ex 9.12, Ac 16.14). He turns hearts 

wherever He wishes (Prv 21.1). 

Bell’s assertion is never once based in scripture, but it controls the whole paradigm of hell and the open 

door to heaven. It is not the outworking of submission to the text, but it is an idea seated in fallen 

emotions. The ultimate throne is given to the human heart. 

For Bell, the way love wins is by God exalting our decisions over His own. 

Is Bell’s version of optimism some new philosophy? 

Not entirely. People have posited such versions of optimism before. Gregory of Nyssa did, as did Clement 

of Alexandria. Origen did sometimes, and brought the idea of Universalism (apocatastasis) into 

Christianity from neo-Platonism. Such thought prefers Greek philosophy over scripture. 

Paul spoke to Greek Philosophers warning them that they did not know the only God who would judge 

them, and the only God who could save them. They could not fashion God as they wished. Paul warned 

that the time was short and that a day was fixed as the end of the line: 

29
 Being then God’s offspring, we ought not to think that the divine being is like gold or 

silver or stone, an image formed by the art and imagination of man. 
30
 The times of 

ignorance God overlooked, but now he commands all people everywhere to 

repent, 
31
because he has fixed a day on which he will judge the world in righteousness by 

a man whom he has appointed; and of this he has given assurance to all by raising him 

from the dead." 
32
Now when they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some mocked. 

But others said, "We will hear you again about this." 

- Acts 17.29-32, Paul confronting Greek thought at Mars Hill 

Since Judgment is coming on a set timetable that will not be reversed, it does matter that we speak life 

and judgment and Jesus alone to the world around us. And when we do, we must be winsome. When we 

do, we must be urgent. When we do, we must found it in the text. 

And when we do, some will mock. But by God’s grace, others will come back to hear us again. 


